Next-Generation Learners
Inclusion of Regular Assessment Student Scores

LEVELS
ELEMENTARY

MIDDLE

HIGH

COMPONENTS
ACHIEVEMENT
Used in calculation:
N= Novice
A= Apprentice
P= Proficient
D=Distinguished

NAPD scores from K-PREP (blended
CRT/NRT tests) in reading, mathematics,
science, social studies and writing are included
in a school’s and district’s Achievement
reporting.

Multiple-choice and constructedresponse items will be combined and cuts
for NAPD set for Writing On-Demand and
K-PREP End of Course exams in Algebra
II, English 10, Biology and U.S. History.

Achievement calculation at all grade spans (elementary/middle and high) is one point for
each percent of students scoring at distinguished and proficient, one-half point for
apprentice, and novice receives no points. A bonus is added if there are more distinguished
than novice. The difference between the two performance levels is added as a bonus.
GAP
Used in calculation:
P= Proficient
D=Distinguished

The percent of students in the non-duplicated Gap group scoring proficient and
distinguished on K-PREP (3-8, high school) in reading, mathematics, science, social studies
and writing are included in school and district Gap reporting.

GROWTH
Used in calculation:
Student growth percentiles

Student scores from reading and mathematics Student scores from reading and
test K-PREP at grades 3-8 are used to
mathematics on PLAN (grade 10) and the
generate a Student Growth Percentile for
ACT (grade 11) are used to generate a
reporting Growth. Growth is reported for
Student Growth Percentile.
grades 4-8.
The Growth calculation at all grade spans (elementary/middle/high) is one point for each
percent of students scoring at or above the 40th percentile that defines typical or higher
yearly growth. Student Growth Percentile compares an individual student score to the
student’s academic peers (those that score like the student).
N/A for elementary
Percent of students at College Ready: Benchmarks on ACT,
grade 8 meeting ACT COMPASS or KYOTE.
level
EXPLORE
benchmarks in reading Career Ready: Academic—(ASVAB or
(15), English (13) and WorkKeys) and Technical—(KOSSA or
Industry Certificate)
mathematics (17).
Percent of students
Bonus: College Ready Academic and
meeting benchmarks
Career Ready Technical
in each content area is
averaged.
N/A for elementary
Averaged Freshman Graduation Rate
N/A for middle level
level
(AFGR) used.

COLLEGE/CAREER
READINESS
Used in calculation:
Percentage of students
college ready, career ready
or both (college and career
ready)

GRADUATION RATE
Used in calculation:
Students enrolled and
students earning diplomas
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